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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to critically and comprehensively review the ways and
means of using triangulation in finance research to overcome the current
drawbacks arisen from a single approach. Employing systematic literature review
method, the findings divulged that the finance based research studies on
quantitative methods, behavioural and proxy variables should be further validated
through triangulation approaches, thereby increasing the validity, completeness,
confirmation, and confidence over findings, minimizing the inherent weaknesses of
single-method approaches, and avoiding contradictions over explanations. This
study is the first comprehensive review of the uses of triangulation in finance
research and it demonstrates how, why and under what circumstances can
triangulation be meaningfully integrated and implemented to provide a deeper and
comprehensive understanding of finance phenomena.
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Introduction
Quantitative research methodology has been one of most popular approaches
to finance research over the past thirty years. Baker et al. (2011) noted that
empirical studies in finance tend to rely on a large number of financial
observations, resulting in robust statistical power and analysis if crosssectional variation, and identify the fact that “researchers have limited ability

to deal with non-quantifiable issues” as major problem in the discipline.
Dewasiri and Weerakoon (2016) recently argued that most of finance studies
(68%) in the last decades have used proxy variables in behavioural models.
For instance, Jiraporn et al. (2015) investigated the relationship between
managerial ability (measured through proxies) and dividend policy. Wang et
al. (2016) tested the catering theory of dividends by applying a proxy for
investor’s demand or preference. We argue that real behaviours may be very
distinct from what is captured by proxy explanations, and hence further
investigation is required to achieve more consensual accounts of financial
behaviour.
Quantitative approaches have been predominant in recent finance research,
and as a result few scholars have highlighted the importance of
supplementary approaches. For instance, Burton (2007) identified the
importance of qualitative approaches in finance, highlighting early financial
studies (Lintner, 1956) based on qualitative data.
Turner et al. (2013) conducted a study based on secondary data on traded
companies in the London Stock Market between 1825 and 1870 to
investigate the “dividend puzzle” (namely, the puzzle of why companies pay
dividends). However, it remains debatable whether their results derived from
the use of proxy variables are valid in explaining the behavioural decision to
pay dividends. Moreover, investigation of dividend puzzle is still remaining
as a controversy issue in finance even though it is investigated for decades
through quantitative approaches. As stated by Frankfurter et al. (2002), it is
unable to understand the dividend puzzle simply analysing the secondary
(market) data. As Bruner (2002) stated ‘‘The task must be to look for
patterns of confirmation across approaches and studies much like one sees an
image in a mosaic of stones.’’ Shih (1998) emphasized that confirmation of

findings as the common objective of triangulation in a quantitatively
weighted research whereas Green (2007) epitomized that completeness and
cohesiveness as the rational for utilization of triangulation approach in a
qualitatively bounded research. Here, we argue that confirmation of the
findings of two different approaches or methodologies pave the way towards
a completeness, cohesiveness, validity and generalizability of the findings
than a single methodology in finance research as supported by Baker et al.
(2011). Accordingly, this study will contribute to the finance research
phenomenon by filling this methodological gap emphasizing the ways and
means of using triangulation as an alternative approach in finance research in
order to minimize inherent weaknesses of a single approach. We also point
out that employing proxy variables hinders the completeness and validity of
financial studies.
Triangulation has been recognized for some time as a potential solution to
this issue and it could be identified as a powerful approach that facilitates
confirmation and validation of findings through two or more methods /
sources in a single study. In particular, Denzin (1970) argued that the more
intensive the use of triangulation, the greater the confidence in observed
findings. Decrop (1999) identified triangulation as a state of mind where
creativity is required from researchers, and urged them to generalize the use
of triangulation as a way of obtaining sound and valid results. After Denzin
(1970), triangulation is becoming a widely accepted approach as a way to
enhance the robustness of the analysis and interpretation of findings of
various research studies.
Triangulation can be used as an effective tool when there are contradictions
over the findings derived from the application of a single method. Jakob
(2001) argued that “often the purpose of triangulation in specific contexts is

to obtain confirmation of findings through convergence of different
perspectives. The point at which the perspectives converge is seen to
represent the reality”. Other scholars such as Bruner (2002), Baker et al.
(2011), and Dewasiri and Weerakoon (2016) have also strongly
recommended triangulation in finance research, but failed to elaborate on
specific details and potential implications.
The lack of studies based on empirical mixed methods in finance, the
contradictions of the findings of quantitative approaches on financial issues
(such as dividend puzzle, capital structure puzzle) and scarcity of theoretical
and methodological articles on the triangulation approach in finance research
have motivated our study. By addressing the gap in the literature, we
comprehensively and critically review and discuss the ways and means of
utilizing triangulation in finance research, while at the same time not
presenting it as an ultimate or “takeover” approach.

Research Methodology
The Systematic Literature Review approach has been utilized to review and
critically analyze the previous research papers related to the triangulation
approach. Figure 1 reflects the strategy adopted for the systematic literature
review (SLR).

Figure 1. The Strategy used for the Systematic Literature Review
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The first step of the SLR involves identification of the relevant key words,
time period, and databases for the literature search. Accordingly, the
researchers proceeded with the literature search on EMERALD, SAGE,
EBSCO,

SCIENCE

DIRECT,

TAYLOR

&

FRNACIS,

WILLEY,

OXFORD, GOOGLE SCHOLAR, and other databases following keywords:
triangulation, data triangulation, methodological triangulation, investigator
triangulation, theoretical triangulation, mixed method, multi method, along
with finance. This study spans a time period around eight decades. The year
1934 is considered as the initial year for data base search since Kelley and
Kreys’ (1934) study is considered as the earliest application of triangulation
approach. Accordingly, the articles published in refereed, peer reviewed
journals, full text papers published in English, and articles with the key

words with its title, abstract, or key words were selected for the literature
review. The researchers conducted the database search in April 2018 and
included the articles which satisfied the aforementioned criteria and the
database search is resultant with 41 research articles (N=41) for a further
review.

The History of Triangulation Approach in Research
In recent years, the application of multiple methods and approaches to a
single phenomenon has received significant attention in social science in
general. In fact, there are as many different versions of triangulation as there
are articulate proponents of the approach. Even though Kelley and Kreys’
(1934) study is the first attempt of triangulation, it is believed that Campbell
and Fiskel (1959) laid the foundation of “triangulation” in social science
research (Jick,1979) by arguing that more than one trait and method are
needed to increase discrimination and convergence of results, proposing
what they called a multi trait-multi method matrix. Webb et al. (1966)
emphasized the application of unobtrusive (non-reactive) measures instead of
interviews, questionnaires and manipulative experiments, in order to avoid
their inherent weaknesses. Denzin (1970) identified four forms of
triangulation: data triangulation, investigator triangulation, theoretical
triangulation and methodological triangulation. Jack and Raturi (2006)
emphasized five triangulation approaches, adding multiple triangulation to
the list as an approach including multiple observers, theoretical perspectives,
sources of data, and methodologies in a single study.

So far, triangulation has been applied in a limited number of studies. Jick
(1979) combined qualitative and quantitative approaches and emphasized of
the multiple advantages of triangulation; increasing the confidence of

findings, suggesting new ways to capture research problems, and
synthesizing theories applied to the same phenomenon. He demonstrated the
use of triangulation by investigating the impact of job insecurity on turnover
through multiple methods; surveys, co-worker observations, qualitative
interviews, archival sources, and unobtrusive methods. His multiple methods
provided consistent and convergent results; however, problems may arise
when there are discrepancies across findings. Shih (1998) identified two
main reasons for implementing triangulation: completeness and confirmatory
purposes. Jack and Raturi (2006) also pointed out that triangulation
engenders completeness, confirmation and contingency, and recommended
its application to finance research.
In the following, we focus on four triangulation approaches discussed by
Denzin (1970), pathways to integration into finance research, benefits, and
ways of overcoming potential weaknesses.
Data Triangulation
Denzin (1970) defined data triangulation as the use of data sources on time,
persons and space in a single study. Data sources may vary due to the time of
collection, place, and settings (Denzin, 1970; Mitchell, 1986). The study by
Kelley and Krey (1934) was one of the earliest applications of data
triangulation and relied on two data sources (peer judged by students and the
world; association test scores) to test four traits; courtesy, honesty, poise and
school drive. There are instances where data are collected concurrently
(longitudinal studies) and simultaneously implemented, and therefore cannot
be considered under time triangulation. Kimchi et al. (1991) emphasized that
studies conducted under time triangulation are based on data collected at
different times, and aim is to identify similar findings. Similarly, studies
conducted under data triangulation focused on variance in situations, subjects
and places with the purpose of increasing the confidence over findings.

Denzin (1978) and Jick (1979) identified the data triangulation under the
“within the method triangulation” approach where two methods in the same
tradition are being carried out for complementary and confirmatory purposes.
Fielding and Fielding (1986) emphasized that the weaknesses in one data
source could be compensated by the strengths of another, which results in
increased validity and reliability over findings. Banik (1993) identified the
nature and increased amount of data available for interpretation as the main
benefits

of

data

triangulation,

while

Burr

(1998)

emphasized

comprehensiveness and convergence as its main benefits.
How to proceed with data triangulation?
Turner et al. (2013) presented a single-method investigation of the dividend
puzzle (why do companies pay dividends?) through a secondary analysis of
financial data. They applied a quantitative methodology and proxies to
explain and test current dividend theories. Even though their results were
consistent with the signaling hypothesis, they revealed contradictions in the
catering theory and prospect theory, and provided little support for the
agency and liquidity hypotheses. To solve those inconsistencies, we suggest
triangulating the findings from secondary data with primary data (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Possible application of a data triangulation.

Research problem: Why do
companies pay dividends?

Quantitative
design
through
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(as in Turner et al., 2013)

Quantitative design through
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Baker and Kapoor, 2015 and
Baker and Jabbouri, 2016)

Triangulate findings of secondary
data study and primary data study

Confirmation over explanations, if inconsistencies occurred, need
of further observations or surveys till consensus reached or new
explanation emerges.

Source: Authors’ own.
It is also possible to observe person variation in the data, and include both
investor’s and management’s views regarding the same phenomenon; this
case can also be included in data triangulation. Further, it is conceivable to
investigate different contexts (settings) in developed and developing
markets. After reviewing all available possibilities, we derived three forms of
data triangulation: sequential data triangulation, concurrent data triangulation
and multiple data triangulation.

1. Sequential data triangulation: Data collection and analysis occurs in
two phases. One data type or source is followed by another, and
interpretation is based on the entire findings.
2. Concurrent data triangulation: Data collection and analysis of two
data types occurs concurrently in two phases, minimizing the time
required compared to the sequential approach. The preliminary
objective of this method is to achieve confirmation while reducing
the inherent weaknesses of one data type or source.
3. Multiple data triangulation: More than two data sources to investigate
the same phenomenon can be named “multiple data triangulation”. It
can also be applied to a sequential or concurrent process.
The weaknesses of data triangulation are investigator or respondent biases,
difficulties in dealing with big data sets, and the additional cost and time
requirements. These weaknesses could be minimized but not easily
eliminated. It is possible to classify surveys and interviews where the people
under investigation are aware of the experiment. However, situational and
personal biasness in the results could still result from other reasons. As
Webb et al. (1966) suggested, it is possible to use unobtrusive data sources
(archival records like memos, simple observation, videos, recordings) to
achieve more comprehensive and complete data triangulation.
Methodological Triangulation

Campbell and Fiske (1959) laid the foundations of methodological
triangulation by identifying the multi-method technique as an important tool
to achieve validation and convergence. Denzin (1970) interpreted this
approach as “between or across methods triangulation”, a view later
supported by Jick (1979) and Thurmond (2001). Jick (1979) defined this

approach as the most popular method of methodological triangulation, as it is
based on the use of multiple methodologies (qualitative and quantitative) to
investigate a similar phenomenon. The second version of methodological
triangulation is known as “within-method triangulation”, where multiple data
collection is carried out less than one method, thereby achieving higher
internal consistency or reliability (Denzin, 1970). The use of the withinmethod is strongly recommended by Jick (1979), since a quantitative method
(such as in a survey) allows the acquisition of multiple scales or indices of a
single concept. It is thus possible to identify this approach as a type of data
triangulation. Within-method triangulation is also identified as a useful
cross-validation tool by Onwuegbuzie et al. (2010). In a qualitative study, the
within-method is able to combine in-depth interviews and separate
observations in the same study. Methodological triangulation also reduces
deficiencies and biases which could derive from a single method approach.
Additionally, the strengths of one method could compensate for the
weaknesses of others.
Unlike other triangulation approaches, methodological triangulation has been
applied to management research areas such as marketing, human resources,
operations management and business administration, but very rarely to
financial studies. The problem often starts at the first step of analysis:
namely to choose between to apply the qualitative or quantitative method
first, or both concurrently.
Creswell (2009) emphasized four important factors when planning a mixed
method procedure; timing, weighting, mixing and theorizing. Timing refers
determining when to conduct qualitative and quantitative data collection, and
whether to proceed with sequential or concurrent phases. If sequential phases
are the preferred choice, the decision whether to proceed firstly with

qualitative or quantitative study in the research process will depend on the
researcher’s intention. When qualitative data are collected first, the intention
is to explore the phenomenon with a large sample. When data are collected
concurrently, implementation should be simultaneous (Creswell, 2009).
Weighting refers to whether priority is given to quantitative or qualitative
design, which depends on factors such as researcher’s interest, audience and
purpose of the study. Mixing refers to establishing how to mix data
collection and analysis based on multiple methods. According to Creswell
(2009), mixing could occur in three phases: connected mixed methods,
integrating data and embedding data. In the connected mixed methods, either
qualitative or quantitative data collection or analysis occurs first, followed by
as is followed by the other approach. In the integrating stage, researchers
proceed with qualitative and quantitative data collection concurrently,
followed by simultaneous analysis. Under the embedded method, the aim is
to collect one type of data, while the other type only provides supporting
information. Theorizing (or the “transforming lens”) refers to the use of
theoretical perspective to guide the entire research study: this entails the
operationalization of concepts, the sampling procedure, data collection
methods, determining potential implications of the study, among other
aspects. Turner et al.’s (2013) exemplifies a study guided by multiple
perspectives including signaling theory, catering theory, agency theory,
liquidity hypothesis and behavioral explanations. Even though these four
factors (timing, weighting, mixing and theorizing) do not exhaust all the
possibilities, six major methodological designs were derived from them by
Creswell (2009):
1. Sequential Explanatory Design: Quantitative data collection and analysis
takes place, followed by qualitative data collection and analysis. Finally,
an interpretation of the entire analysis is conducted by the researcher. It

is useful when researchers show a strong quantitative intention. For
instance, Brave et al. (2005) conducted a study through sequential
explanatory design to investigate the payout policy. Since the researchers
have strong quantitative leaning and unexpected results have arisen
within the paradigm, Brave et al. (2005) proceeded with the sequential
explanatory design by surveying 384 financial executives followed by 23
qualitative in-depth interviews. The application of mixed methodology is
appropriate for their study since the research questions embedded with
both qualitative and quantitative aspects (why and what). The drawback
of this method is the time involved in the two separate phases, but it
contributes to confirmation, completeness and convergence of results.
Figure 3. Possible application of a sequential explanatory strategy
Research problem: What are the factors that influence the payout
policy and why do companies pay dividends?

Quantitative design through
survey data

1st Phase
Quantitative Data Analysis

Qualitative design
through in-depth
interviews

Content Analysis
Triangulate the findings of survey and qualitative data studies

Confirmation over explanations, if inconsistencies occurred, further
observations or interviews are required till consensus reached or new
explanation emerges.

Source: Authors’ own.

2nd
Phase

2. Sequential Exploratory Design: Qualitative data collection and analysis
takes place first, followed by quantitative data collection and analysis,
and finally, by an interpretation of the entire results.
Jiraporn et al.’s (2015) study exemplifies this approach. They
investigated dividend policy and managerial ability through a
quantitative study using proxy variables, and results showed
that more talented managers are more likely to pay dividends.
Since it is a new investigation in dividend policy which
required further validation and confirmation, we suggest that
the next step should be to proceed with a qualitative study
(interviews)

followed by a study of quantitative method

(survey), which could provide sound support for a new
hypothesis.
3. Sequential Transformative Design: Sequential data collection guided by a
strong theoretical backing.
There are numerous theories explaining the dividend puzzle,
but Turner et al. (2013) only addressed a limited number such
as the information asymmetry, catering, agency, prospect
theories and liquidity hypotheses. Their study could have
rested on a stronger theoretical framework by amalgamating
also the life cycle, free cash flow theories and rent extraction
hypotheses, which also attempt to explain the dividend
puzzle.
4. Concurrent Triangulation Strategy: In order to achieve analytical
convergence, confirmation and corroboration, both quantitative and
qualitative data collection and analysis should occur concurrently.

Creswell (2009) argued that through this strategy the inherent
weaknesses of one method could be offset by the other.
Since there is no consensus regarding the best proxy for
corporate social performance, and contradicting results in the
findings, Soana’s (2013) study should be readdressed under
the concurrent triangulation strategy. This would require
qualitative interviews and field survey concurrently, thereby
offset the weaknesses of one method through the other.
5. Concurrent Embedded Strategy: Unlike the concurrent triangulation
strategy, the concurrent embedded strategy focusses on a single phase of
both qualitative and quantitative data collection. This approach therefore
is less time-, effort- and value-consuming that the mixed method. Priority
is given to one method based on researcher’s primary aims, while the
other method plays a supporting role.
An embedded strategy instead of concurrent triangulation
results in a supportive role by the qualitative strategy.
6. Concurrent Transformative Strategy: Both quantitative and qualitative
data collection occurs at the same time in a single phase, and mixing of
evidence occur during the connecting, integrating or embedding stages.
Wang et al. (2016) carried out a study to investigate the
catering theory using a proxy variable to explain the
investors’ demand or preference. Since their study is driven
by a theoretical model and further confirmation is required to
explain investors preference (behavioral explanation), we
recommend the concurrent transformative strategy where the
researchers could have data collection at one phase
(qualitative interviews of the investors, quantitative survey on

investors) and mixing data during the connection, integration
or embedding stages.
Theoretical Triangulation
Theoretical triangulation refers to the application of multiple theories or
hypotheses concurrently, with the purpose of explaining the same
phenomenon (Hopper and Hoque, 2006). The intention is to apply multiple
lenses and indicators in conceptualization, to provide sound theoretical
support to research design and analysis. Hopper and Hoque (2006) warned
that no single theory could enjoy an explanatory monopoly. Lounsbury
(2008) argued that researchers tend to use multiple theories to obtain a
diversity of actors and practices in their studies. As Hoque et al. (2013)
argued, plurality in theory provides complementarity, which adds to the
depth and richness of the studied phenomenon. At this point, we emphasize
two major paradigms, namely historical sociology and sociological history
(Fischer 1995). Rowlinson and Hassard (2013) described historical sociology
as historical neo-institutionalism, and sociological history as neoinstitutionalist history. They interpreted historical neo-institutionalism as a
‘theory-driven’ approach, and neo - institutionalist history as ‘story-driven’.
Even though researchers in neo-institutionalist history are classified as storydriven (drawing on history to illustrate theory, as is frequently the case with
finance researchers), Kieser (1994) proposed that theory could be advanced
through the integration of history, as exemplified by the rent extraction
hypothesis developed by Shleifer and Vishny (1997) from the free cash flow
hypothesis of dividends (Jensen, 1986). Rowlinson and Hassard (2013)
argued that neo-institutionalists should focus on applying theory to
illuminate history, instead of focusing on historical data to elucidate theory.

When conducting theoretical triangulation, the major problem is deciding
which theoretical perspectives are suitable for the study. There are both
competing and complementary theories of a given phenomenon. Regarding
the dividend puzzle, there are two major competing theoretical perspectives;
dividend relevance and irrelevance. By merely looking at the theoretical
assumptions (related to the social reality) and appropriateness, researchers
could proceed by combining complementary theories (signalling theory, free
cash flow theory, catering theory, agency theory, life cycle theory among
others) for confirmation, rejection or modification of the argument. Hoque
and Hopper (1997) identified an alternative approach, namely to conduct a
pilot study based on different perspectives, and to select the most appropriate
theories explaining the research puzzle.
Moreover, Hopper and Hoque (2006) identified two types of theoretical
triangulation guiding research. Theories with similar epistemological
assumptions are called “within-same tradition”, but the problem arises with
“out of the tradition” arguments. Hoque et al. (2013) argued that the core
assumptions regarding ontology, epistemology and human nature provide the
rationale for the particular ways of implementing theoretical triangulation in
practise. They argued that proper justifications are required when selecting
multiple theories, and that they are particularly useful when researchers hold
multi-layers of insights on the phenomenon. Finally, we emphasize the four
interrelated selection criteria of theories in triangulation introduced by
Covaleski et al. (2003) for deciding between competing and compatible
explanations. First, variable names and meanings should be in line with the
theories; second, explanations of causal process with different perspectives
should be consistent; third different theoretical perspectives should be based
on the same unit of analysis ( individual or firm level); and fourth theories
should entail causal-model forms. Furthermore, if researchers proceed with

multiple sources of data (data triangulation), they are able increase the
accuracy of their judgments and will be closer to attaining consensus over
explanations.
Investigator Triangulation
Thurmond (2001) described investigator triangulation as a type of
triangulation which requires more than one observer, interviewer,
investigator or data analyst whose primary responsibility is to collect and
interpret data without prior discussion with others. Eventually the findings
are amalgamated based on the consensus amongst the investigators. Denzin
(1970) argued that this approach provides greater credibility to observations
while increasing trust over findings. The benefits of investigator
triangulation are: establishing cross-investigator confirmation, minimizing
intrinsic biases of investigators, strengthening validity and reliability, and
ultimately increasing the robustness of findings. It is important to notice that
reduction in bias may sometimes undermine the objectivity of findings, as it
may be caused by a resistance to new or unknown facts. It is thus suggested
to match investigator triangulation to one or more alternative triangulation
methods, and to allocate experts on qualitative and quantitative methods as
investigators. Hence, it is possible to conduct any kind of triangulation study
(data or methodology) by selecting two or more experts on qualitative and
quantitative methods as investigators, thereby overcoming the gaps arisen
from a single method. When multiple triangulation methods are used in a
single study, it is known as “multiple triangulation”.
How to proceed with data analysis in a triangulated research?
Researchers should revise their conceptual framework to include data,
investigator, methodological or multiple triangulation, and thereby achieve
outcome higher level of theoretical pluralism. Each question or objective in a

study should be investigated with the aim of achieving confirmation and
comprehension of the findings of each strategy (Thurmond, 2001). The
seminal study by Dunning et al. (2008) was based on a mixed method
approach to quality of life (QoL) and rested on a different philosophical
paradigm (geography). They employed a sound methodological approach
combining face to face qualitative interviews and a quantitative survey. They
properly proceeded with confirmation and comprehension procedures
according to stated research questions and objectives.
Confirmation is defined as the convergence of two data sets based on the
operationalization of two available approaches. Even though researchers use
various statistical tools for confirmation of findings derived from two
methodological approaches, problems have arisen when quantifying
qualitative data, such as single case findings (outliers), or a non-existing or
non-identified code (Thurmond, 2001). In order to avoid such difficulties,
Mitchell (1986) introduced “conceptual validation” as an alternative
approach whereby logical patterns of relationships among variables are
investigated in both quantitative and qualitative methods. Then revised
hypotheses are generated and tested in order to overcome gaps derived from
the mixed methodology. Mixing of qualitative and quantitative findings leads
to increased comprehension, which accelerates the understanding of the
phenomenon (Morse, 2003).
The difference between confirmation and comprehension is demonstrated by
Mitchell (1986) as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Confirmation and Comprehension.
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Source: Adapted from Mitchell (1986).
Even though confirmation refers to similarities of findings (or similar
differences), comprehension refers to the total findings (which also include
unique differences). If there are unique differences in findings, the two
methodologies must be revised in terms of the dimension and indicator level
characterizing the whole research process, including wording, coding and
conceptual validation. Mitchell (1986) observed that confirmation and
comprehension of concepts are not mutually exclusive, which corroborates
Dunning et al. (2008) observations. Sometimes, the lack of confirmation may
lead to increased insights on the phenomenon, which would not have been
achieved from a single method (Dunning et al., 2008)
Conclusion and Practical Implications
In this study, the ways and means of applying triangulation approaches in
finance research have been comprehensively and critically reviewed. In
addition, we highlighted its benefits, modes of reducing weaknesses, and
importance of congruence, completeness and divergence. As a concluding
remark, we argue that applying triangulation may promote a consensus on
prevailing issues in financial phenomena that remain after decades (such as
the capital structure puzzle). Moreover, we suggest that finance researchers

should justify their selection of relevant methodology, eliminate convenient
methodology selection biases, and minimize the inherent weaknesses of the
selected methodology.
In summary, it is possible to apply the triangulation approach to finance
research in five ways: data triangulation, methodological triangulation,
theoretical

triangulation,

investigator

triangulation

and

multiple

triangulation. Despite numerous challenges and issues faced by researchers,
it is possible to propose a creation of a new hybrid discipline in finance
research merging incongruent binaries within the same tradition. This new
discipline would contribute to reducing the quantitative-qualitative
methodological divide, while bridging the gaps between dissimilar areas in
finance.
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